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New experience. Better results.
Designed with user experience at its core, Studio 2019
transforms how new users get up and running, ensures new
levels of productivity for the whole translation team and helps
in delivering unrivalled quality in your translations.
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Easier access to what you need
Whether you are at the beginning of your journey with Studio or an
experienced user, with Studio 2019 you can enjoy simpler, easier ways to
access features and functionality, as well as to learn how to use these features
to help you to be as productive as possible.
Clear guidance on-demand
From the moment you open Studio 2019, you are guided through each
area, with tips, tricks and tutorial videos showing you how to get started.
With this knowledge at your fingertips, there’s no need to leave Studio to
find information, so you can learn how to be productive quickly, and master
Studio’s powerful features easily and at your own pace.
As your journey with Studio continues, you can build your confidence with
new features and discover more functionality with continuous tips which can
be accessed from inside Studio at any time, providing additional support to
intermediate and advanced users.
Navigation enhancements
Custom, advanced display filters allow you to navigate through your
documents easily – apply multiple filters to focus on what you need to,
and bookmark segments to quickly return to them later. When you reopen
a project the cursor also automatically jumps to the last edited segment,
allowing for a more efficient translation and review process.

High quality assured
Translation quality is paramount, especially with the increasing pressure on
deadlines and cost. Studio 2019 enables simple ways to assure higher quality
translations, so you can achieve quality with confidence and control.
Language-specific quality assurance
Languages have their individual quirks, so often it doesn’t make sense to fix
global settings for all language pairs in a project. With Studio 2019, you can
efficiently handle language-specific aspects such as punctuation, numbers,
word lists and regular expressions, fine-tuning settings to ensure more
accurate QA check results and high quality translations in all languages.
Translation memory (TM) management enhancements
With Studio 2019, you have more control over the Translation Memories
Editor: you can now view up to 1000 translation units per page, navigate to
a specific page or directly to the last page of a TM, meaning it’s quicker and
easier to sort through your TMs, change and update translations. So keeping
your most prized assets up to date with the latest, most accurate translations
is a less time-consuming task, and you can be sure they will contribute to high
quality translations.

Tell Studio what you need to know
Studio 2019 delivers a quicker route to
find features or get you to settings in a
fraction of the time with our new
‘Tell Me’ technology. Simply type in a
word or phrase and Studio intelligently
suggests commands, options and settings
that you might want to access. Clicking
on a suggestion takes you directly there –
giving you instant access to whatever
you need.
With 700 commands and 1300 settings
Studio is a powerful tool, so whether
you are new to Studio or an experienced
user, this instant access to functionality
saves you time navigating through menus
and settings.
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Latest file type support

Next-generation productivity

Continue to accept any project with
our latest additions and updates to file
formats, including:

Being productive and saving time spent on manual tasks contribute to a great
user experience. Studio 2019 brings features to speed up project creation and
management, as well as help you translate faster.

• New Microsoft Office filters,
including handling of embedded
content and better handling of
Word files, including Google Docs
• Support for XLIFF 2.0
• Support for Microsoft Visio

Effortless project management

If you need to create custom file
filters you can also now check and
preview them directly from the File
Types window without needing to
open a file in the Editor.

Studio 2019’s new project wizard offers you the flexibility to create a
template-based project quickly in just one step, or for more complex projects,
you can click on the further steps in the ‘metro map’ to easily skip straight to
the settings you need. So whether you have a project template or are creating
a new, unique project, the number of clicks required are greatly reduced, and
getting your project created is up to 32% faster.*
With Studio 2019 it is also easy and quick to add new translation or reference
files, or update existing files in a project which is now up to 82% quicker!*
You simply select your new file and Studio does all of the processing in the
background, so making changes to your projects is hassle-free.
Maximize your translation memories with upLIFT
Studio 2019’s transformative upLIFT Fragment Recall automatically gives you
high-quality fragment matches from your TMs, so that you can enjoy simpler
and deeper TM leverage than ever before, save time and effort and be
confident that you’re getting high-quality matches in all scenarios.
Reduce translation cost and time with upLIFT Fuzzy Repair which cleverly uses
your trusted resources to optimize fuzzy matches so you get the best possible
fuzzy match, saving even more effort when editing!
Adaptive machine translation
Avoid the time-consuming process of correcting the same MT errors time and
time again with our AdaptiveMT engines, which self-learn from your postedits so that MT output is unique to your style, content and terminology. Now
you can trust your own MT engine to give you valuable output personal to
you, and you can translate faster even when you have no TM match.
Merge segments over hard return
Studio 2019 allows you to merge segments even over hard returns so you
can ensure the high quality of your translation units and optimize your
translation process.

*Under SDL test conditions
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SDL MultiTerm 2019: fine details, consistent translations
MultiTerm is now even more tightly integrated into Studio, enabling
translators to quickly create new termbases, add new terms and edit their
termbases directly from the Studio editing environment.
You have increased visibility with the option to show term history and the
ability to view all term entries with infinite scrolling, and save and restore
different terminology management environments with customized settings at
the click of a mouse.
MultiTerm 2019 brings you a new default editing layout and review screen,
so you can easily make and undo changes. It’s easier than ever to keep your
terminology consistent and up-to-date with the new batch editing capability,
so you can perform global changes easily across your whole termbase or just
specific fields.

Flexible and secure collaboration
Studio 2019 fully leverages the entire range of capabilities available with SDL
Trados GroupShare, where projects, translation memories and terminology
can be shared for streamlined management of translation assets. Localization
teams using SDL WorldServer or SDL TMS for translation management can
also enjoy a smoother workflow when working with SDL Trados Studio 2019.

SDL (LSE:SDL) is the global innovator in language translation technology, services and content
management. With more than 25 years of experience, SDL delivers transformative business
results by enabling powerfully nuanced digital experiences with customers around the world.
Are you in the know? Find out why the top global brands use SDL at sdl.com
and follow us on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube, Google+ and sdltrados.com
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Need more information?
For freelance translators:
sdltrados.com/fl/trados2019
For translation agencies:
sdltrados.com/lsp/trados2019
For corporations:
sdl.com/trados2019

